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NAME DATE

1. lnstructions for a craft p ro ect say that the length of a Piece

the length of a piece

a. How long isthe red ribbon if the length of the blue ribbon is:

10 inches? 27 inches?
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a. How many books does Mai have if Tyler has:

1 5 books?
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b. Tyler has 1B books. How many books does Mai have?

3. A bottle holds 24 ounces of water. lt has x ounces of water in it. X
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a. What does 24 -.x represent in this situation? lloV'/ plue'ùt
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b. Write a question about this situation that has 24 - x for the answer
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4. Write an equation represented by this tape diagram that uses each of the following operations
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a. addition 1 +'1 +1r 21
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27 b. subtraction aJ * 1-= t8
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? -c. multíplication 3,1, 2 I .t-5.J7 11
d. division A1+ 3 , 1
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(from Unit 6, Lesson 1)

b. Tyler's playlist has 36 songs. Noah,s playlist h

many songs are on Noah's playlist?

tt' : 4 .36

'lq's
as many songs as Tyler's playlist. How
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5. Select all the equations that describe each situation and then find the solution.

a' Han's house is 450 metersfrom school. Lin's house is 135 meters closerto school. Howfar is Lin,s
house from school? "1. "-,"*]3 5i -, .. - | srÅao I
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(from Unit 6, Lesson 4)
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6' You had $50. You spe-nt 1jo/o of the money on clothes,2}o/o on games, and the rest on books. How
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